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ABSTRACT- A plate exchanger consists of a 
series of parallel plates that are placed one above 
the other so as to allow the formation of a series 
of channels for fluids to flow between them. The 
space between two adjacent plates forms the 
channel in which the fluid flows. Inlet and outlet 
holes at the corners of the plates allow hot and 
cold fluids through alternating channels in the 
exchanger so that a plate is always in contact on 
one side with the hot fluid and the other with the 
cold. 
Plate heat exchangers are used wherever thermal 
energy (heat) has to be transferred from one fluid 
to another. Gasketed plate heat exchangers are 
particularly suitable for large flows and high 
cooling capacities. The stack of heat transfer 
plates and gaskets is clamped together with bolts 
in a frame. Here the problem find out that when 
cold and hot fluids pass through plate heat 
exchanger huge amount of fluid pressure and net 
fluid temperature attack to plates in PHE. So 
proper material which bares the maximum fluid 
pressure in plate heat exchanger and accurate 
and optimized geometry of plate heat exchanger 
should be use for manufacturing. 
The aim of this thesis is to optimize the geometry 
of plate heat exchanger with proper material 
which is used in refrigerators. Mainly 
Rectangular and chamfered plate heat exchanger 
studied briefly in this project. Rectangular and 
chamfered plate heat exchanger designed with 
accurate dimensions by using UNIGRAPHICS 
software. And thermal fluid flow analysis of 
rectangular and chamfered plate heat 
exchangers done through Ansys fluent. Analysis 
of different plate heat exchangers was done using 
steel and aluminum alloys. From analysis results 
best optimized geometry with best material for 
plate heat exchanger is proposed. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
            A plate heat exchanger is a type of 

heat exchanger that uses metal plates to transfer heat 
between two fluids. This has a major advantage over 
a conventional heat exchanger in that the fluids are 
exposed to a much larger surface area because the 
fluids are spread out over the plates. This facilitates 

the transfer of heat, and greatly increases the speed 
of the temperature change. Plate heat exchangers are 
now common and very small brazed versions are 
used in the hot-water sections of millions of 
combination boilers. The high heat transfer 
efficiency for such a small physical size has 
increased the domestic hot water (DHW) flow rate 
of combination boilers. The small plate heat 
exchanger has made a great impact in domestic 
heating and hot-water. Larger commercial versions 
use gaskets between the plates, whereas smaller 
versions tend to be brazed. 

The concept behind a heat exchanger is the 
use of pipes or other containment vessels to heat or 
cool one fluid by transferring heat between it and 
another fluid. In most cases, the exchanger consists 
of a coiled pipe containing one fluid that passes 
through a chamber containing another fluid. The 
walls of the pipe are usually made of metal or 
another substance with a high thermal conductivity, 
to facilitate the interchange, whereas the outer 
casing of the larger chamber is made of a plastic or 
coated with thermal insulation, to discourage heat 
from escaping from the exchanger. 

 
DESIGN OF PLATE AND FRAME HEAT 
EXCHANGERS  
The plate heat exchanger (PHE) is a specialized 
design well suited to transferring heat between 
medium- and low-pressure fluids. Welded, semi-
welded and brazed heat exchangers are used for heat 
exchange between high-pressure fluids or where a 
more compact product is required. In place of a pipe 
passing through a chamber, there are instead two 
alternating chambers, usually thin in depth, 
separated at their largest surface by a corrugated 
metal plate. The plates used in a plate and frame heat 
exchanger are obtained by one piece pressing of 
metal plates. Stainless steel is a commonly used 
metal for the plates because of its ability to 
withstand high temperatures, its strength, and its 
corrosion resistance. 
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Schematic conceptual diagram of a plate and frame 

heat exchanger 
EVALUATING PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS 
 
All plate heat exchangers look similar on the 
outside. The difference lies on the inside, in the 
details of the plate design and the sealing 
technologies used. Hence, when evaluating a plate 
heat exchanger, it is very important not only to 
explore the details of the product being supplied but 
also to analyze the level of research and 
development carried out by the manufacturer and the 
post-commissioning service and spare parts 
availability. 

 
An individual plate for a heat exchanger 

 
OPTIMIZATION OF PLATE HEAT 

EXCHANGERS 
To achieve improvement in PHE's, two important 
factors namely amount of heat transfer and pressure 
drop have to be considered such that amount of heat 
transfer needs to be increased and pressure drops 
need to be decreased. In plate heat exchangers due 
to presence of corrugated plate, there is a significant 
resistance to flow with high friction loss. Thus to 
design plate heat exchangers, one should consider 
both factors. For various range of Reynolds 
numbers, many correlations and chevron angles for 
plate heat exchangers exist. 
The plate geometry is one of the most important 
factors in heat transfer and pressure drop in plate 
heat exchangers; however such a feature is not 
accurately prescribed. In the corrugated plate heat 
exchangers, because of narrow path between the 

plates, there is a large pressure capacity and the flow 
becomes turbulent along the path 

 
Partially dismantled exchanger, with visible plates 

and gaskets 
FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT 

TRANSFER EQUATION 
Design calculations of a plate heat exchanger 
include flow distribution and pressure drop and heat 
transfer. The former is an issue of flow distribution 
in manifolds .a layout configuration of plate heat 
exchanger can be usually simplified into a manifold 
system with two manifold headers for dividing and 
combining fluids, which can be categorized into u-
type and z-type arrangement according to flow 
direction in the headers, as shown in manifold 
arrangement. Bassiouny and martin developed the 
previous theory of design. In recent years Wang 
unified all the main existing models and developed 
a most completed theory and design tool. 
UNIGRAPHICS INTRODUCTION 
Overview of Solid Modeling 
The UNIGRAPHICS NX Modeling application 
provides a solid modeling system to enable rapid 
conceptual design. Engineers can incorporate their 
requirements and design restrictions by defining 
mathematical relationships between different parts 
of the design. 

 
Design engineers can quickly perform conceptual 
and detailed designs using the Modeling feature and 
constraint based solid modeler.  They can create and 
edit complex, realistic, solid models interactively, 
and with far less effort than more traditional wire 
frame and solid based systems. Feature Based solid 
modeling and editing capabilities allow designers to 
change and update solid bodies by directly editing 
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the dimensions of a solid feature and/or by using 
other geometric editing and construction techniques. 

 
Shows the interface of the NX (uni graphics) 

Introduction to Drafting 
The Drafting application is designed to allow you to 
create and maintain a variety of drawings made from 
models generated from within the Modeling 
application. Drawings created in the Drafting 
application are fully associative to the model. Any 
changes made to the model are automatically 
reflected in the drawing. This associativity allows 
you to make as many model changes as you wish. 

 
Shows the drafting sheet in NX (UNI graphics) 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Rahul1 , Nitin Kumar2 , Vinod Sehrawat3 , Tarun 
Gupta4 , Ravindra Manju5 , Md. Iqbal Ahmad: Had 
work out on “DESIGN ANALYSIS OF 
GASKETED PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER”. This 
project should be focused, the heat transfer and 
pressure drop is most important part for sizing and 
rating the performance of GPHE. Due to the 
complex corrugated surface design flow is highly 
turbulent. This makes design of plate heat exchanger 
using empirical correlations to deviate from actual. 
Sometimes flow medium cannot distribute 
uniformly which affects the performance of plate 
heat exchanger. The optimization problem is 
formulated as the minimization of the heat transfer 
area, subject to constraints on the number of 
channels, pressure drop, flow velocity and thermal 
effectiveness, as well as the exchanger thermal and 
hydraulic model. Nowadays GPHE widely use in 
different industries such as chemical, food and 
pharmaceutical process and refrigeration. However 
in present work GPHE applied in the dairy milk 
pasteurizer plant model. Milk is pasteurized for 
killing the bacteria and preserving milk for long 
time. Present thesis emphasizes the CFD application 
to design optimization of pasteurizer plant. Thesis 
covers validation of CFD results with test and 

analytical results. Temperature distribution, flow 
combination and comparison of material thermal 
conductivity are studied. This thesis considers full 
assembly analysis of pasteurizer unit. 
Mehmet: Published a journal on “MODEL of the 
PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER DIPLOMA 
THESIS”. This study is focused on the designing of 
chevron type plate heat exchanger in the ANSYS 
software. Geometry has been constructed in 
Solidworks software with respect to catalogue 
values. Then 2 different mesh models have been 
created with different quality and different number 
of elements. These two models have been simulated 
and results were compared with experimental data. 
Results were nearly satisfied for pressure drop 
values but results for outlet temperatures and heat 
fluxes were different. 
Venkata Ramesh Mamilla, Shaik Abdul Lathuefa, 
M.Srinivasulu: They published a journal on “Design 
and thermal analysis of a plate heat exchanger”. A 
numerical design study was performed  to examine 
the temperature distribution in the  heat exchanger 
by using empirical formulas  from data book and 
compared this values with  ANSYS simulation 
software is used here  result values are getting 
nearer.  The Temperature drop values on plate heat 
exchanger, and overall heat transfer coefficient 
values are with a variation of 122.81w/m2 k and 
effectiveness of heat exchanger is getting 100% 
without considering the losses. From the above 
modeling method the heat transfer is more effective 
than conventional type heat exchanger. Here we 
conclude that the above modeling technique is very 
use full for designing small and large plate type heat 
exchanger those used in industrial application, 
automobile and domestic purposes. 
Aklilu Gebremariam: was published a title on 
“GASKETED PLATE TYPE HEAT 
EXCHANGER DESIGN SOFTWARE”. The 
purpose of this thesis was to make the design of 
gasketed plate type heat exchangers easier, simple, 
and accurate by reducing human error. Properly 
designed heat exchangers can provide more benefits 
and better safety in wide range of applications. Since 
the design of heat exchangers is so complicated and 
involves several steps, computer-aided design has 
come to be widely used. In this design, along with 
the knowledge of heat exchangers, the Visual Studio 
2013 Professional and the programming language 
(C#) have been used to complete the software 
design. The software calculates important design 
parameters based on the overall heat transfer 
requirement or the pressure drop requirement. It also 
compares the design for the percentage over the 
surface area which will help to know how large or 
small the physical size of the exchanger is. The 
manufacturing and maintenance cost can also be 
predicted based on the size data and other design 
selections. The software has been tested using real 
data and results show that it generates accurate data 
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throughout all calculation steps. This will help 
design engineers to attain a more effective and 
efficient design. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION & 
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

 
PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Plate heat exchangers are used wherever thermal 
energy (heat) has to be transferred from one fluid to 
another. Gasketed plate heat exchangers are 
particularly suitable for large flows and high cooling 
capacities. The stack of heat transfer plates and 
gaskets is clamped together with bolts in a frame. 
Here the problem find out that when cold and hot 
fluids pass through plate heat exchanger huge 
amount of fluid pressure and net fluid temperature 
attack to plates in PHE. So proper material which 
bares the maximum fluid pressure in plate heat 
exchanger and accurate and optimized geometry of 
plate heat exchanger should be use for 
manufacturing.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 Designing of rectangular plate heat exchanger 

using UNIGRAPHICS software based on 
accurate dimensions. 

 Calculating the cold fluid (water) and hot fluid 
(liquid ammonia refrigerant) pressure drop 
according to standard formulas. 

 Computing the Computer fluid dynamic analysis 
of rectangular plate heat exchanger using steel 
and Aluminum alloy materials. 

 Calculating the heat transfer of fluid flow on 
rectangular plate heat exchanger. 

 Designing of chamfered plate heat exchanger 
using UNIGRAPHICS software based on 
accurate dimensions. 

 Calculating the cold fluid (water) and hot fluid 
(liquid ammonia refrigerant) pressure drop 
according to standard formulas. 

 Computing the Computer fluid dynamic analysis 
of chamfered plate heat exchanger using steel 
and Aluminum alloy materials. 

 Calculating the heat transfer of fluid flow on 
rectangular plate heat exchanger. 

 From thermal fluid flow analysis of both 
rectangular and chamfered plate heat exchanger 
results, best optimized geometry and best 
material of plate heat exchanger was proposed. 

 

 
 
 
 

IV. MODELING OF RECTANGULAR 
PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER 

 
Shows the v shape sketch on heat exchanger 

plate  

 

 
Shows the sketch on heat exchanger plate 
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Shows the v shape extrusion on heat exchanger 
plate  

 
Shows the final model of heat exchanger plate 

 
Shows the assembly of multiple plates 

 
CHAPTER-V 

THERMAL FLUID DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF 
RECTANGULAR PLATE HEAT 

EXCHANGER 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of 
fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis and 
data structures to solve and analyze problems that 
involve fluid flows. Computers are used to perform 
the calculations required to simulate the interaction 
of liquids and gases with surfaces defined by 
boundary conditions. 

ANALYSIS OF RECTANGULAR PLATE 
HEAT EXCHANGER USING STEEL 
 Thermal conductivity of steel (k) = 17.5 * 10-3 

W/m2 K 
 Specific heat of steel (Cp) = 502.4 J/Kg.K 

 

 
Imported Impeller 3D model isometric view in 

Ansys 

 
Created water inlet on rectangular plate heat 

exchanger 

 
Created ammonia outlet on rectangular plate heat 

exchanger 

 
Temperature distribution of flow along heat 

exchanger 

 
Flow velocity along heat exchanger 

ANALYSIS OF RECTANGULAR PLATE 
HEAT EXCHANGER USING ALUMINUM 

 
Flow velocity along heat exchanger 

 
CHAPTER-VI 

MODELING OF CHAMFERED PLATE 
HEAT EXCHANGER 
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Shows the chamfered plate 

 
Shows the chamfered plate of assembly 

 
Shows the chamfered plate of assembly 

ANALYSIS OF CHAMFERED PLATE HEAT 
EXCHANGER USING STEEL 

 Thermal conductivity of steel (k) = 17.5 * 10-3 
W/m2K 

 Specific heat of steel (Cp) = 502.4 J/Kg.K 
 

 
Imported rectangular plate heat exchanger 

 
Created ammonia outlet on rectangular plate heat 

exchanger 
 
RESULTS: 

 
Temperature distribution of flow along heat 

exchanger 

 
Flow velocity along heat exchanger 

ANALYSIS OF CHAMFERED PLATE HEAT 
EXCHANGER USING ALUMINUM 

 
Temperature distribution of flow along heat 

exchanger 
 

CHAPTER: VII 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

From analysis water at room temperature is cooled 

the refrigerant ammonia liquid at 350K in plate heat 

exchanger at different conditions. Thermal fluid 

flow analysis of plate heat exchanger was studied 

briefly in this paper. Here two different geometries 

of plate heat exchanger (Rectangular and 

chamfered) using steel and aluminum alloy 

materials was analyzed and pressure, flow velocities 

and temperature distribution results tabulated below. 
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From analysis results concluded that net fluid 

dynamic pressure of rectangular plate heat 

exchanger using steel and aluminum alloy materials 

produced higher than material’s yield strength i.e., 

350MPa yields strength of steel and 190 MPa yield 

strength of Aluminum materials. So according to 

VonMises stress theory rectangular plate heat 

exchanger under goes to failure. 

From analysis results also concluded that net fluid 

dynamic pressure of chamfered  plate heat 

exchanger using steel and aluminum alloy materials 

produced lower than material’s yield strength i.e., 

350 MPa yields strength of steel and 190 MPa yield 

strength of Aluminum materials. So according to 

VonMises stress theory rectangular plate heat 

exchanger under goes to safe condition.  But here 

one drawback founded for chamfered plate heat 

exchanger using steel material is suffering from 

higher net temperature along geometry that is 752.6 

K than using aluminum material that is 379.6 K. 

Here net heat transfer rate capacity is higher in 

chamfered plate heat exchanger using aluminum 

material (20.05 KW) that of steel material (11.3 

KW). Additionally flow velocity of chamfered plate 

heat exchanger using aluminum alloy material is 

higher than that of steel material. So finally 

concluded that chamfered plate heat exchanger 

using aluminum alloy is a best one for mentioned 

operating conditions. 

Graph between water & ammonia outlet 

temperatures of rectangular & chamfered plate 

heat exchanger  

 

Graph between water & ammonia heat flow rate 

flow of rectangular & chamfered plate heat 

exchanger. 
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